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ABSTRACT 
It is now accepted that phenotypic evolution can occur quickly but the genetic 

basis of rapid adaptation to natural environments is largely unknown in multicellular 
organisms. Population genomic studies of experimental populations of Trinidadian 
guppies (Poecilia reticulata) provide a unique opportunity to study this phenomenon. 
Guppy populations that were transplanted from high-predation (HP) to low-predation 
(LP) environments have been shown to mimic naturally-colonised LP populations 
phenotypically in as few as 8 generations. The new phenotypes persist in 
subsequent generations in lab environments, indicating their high heritability. Here, 
we compared whole genome variation in four populations recently introduced into LP 
sites along with the corresponding HP source population. We examined genome-
wide patterns of genetic variation to estimate past demography, and uncovered 
signatures of selection with a combination of genome scans and a novel multivariate 
approach based on allele frequency change vectors. We were able to identify a 
limited number of candidate loci for convergent evolution across the genome. In 
particular, we found a region on chromosome 15 under strong selection in three of 
the four populations, with our multivariate approach revealing subtle parallel changes 
in allele frequency in all four populations across this region. Investigating patterns of 
genome-wide selection in this uniquely replicated experiment offers remarkable 
insight into the mechanisms underlying rapid adaptation, providing a basis for 
comparison with other species and populations experiencing rapidly changing 
environments. 
 

 
IMPACT STATEMENT: 
The genetic basis of rapid adaptation to new environments is largely unknown. Here 
we take advantage of a unique replicated experiment in the wild, where guppies from 
a high predation source were introduced into four low predation localities. Previous 
reports document census size fluctuations and rapid phenotypic evolution in these 
populations. We used genome-wide sequencing to understand past demography 
and selection. We detected clear signals of population growth and bottlenecks at the 
genome-wide level matching known census population data changes. We then 
identified candidate regions of selection across the genome, some of which were 
shared between populations. In particular, using a novel multivariate method, we 
identified parallel allele frequency change at a strong candidate locus for adaptation 
to low predation. These results and methods will be of use to those studying 
evolution at a recent, ecological timescale.      

INTRODUCTION 
Historically, evolution in natural populations was thought to happen on a long 

timescale, one that could not be observed in real time (Gillespie 1994). However, 
recently it has become clear that evolutionary change can be so rapid it occurs on an 
ecological timescale and many studies have now shown that phenotypic traits can 
evolve within a few generations (Endler 1980; Grant and Grant 2020; Losos 2011). 
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Understanding the genetic basis of rapid adaptation however, is still in its infancy. 
Studying the effect of environmental changes at the genomic level provides insight 
into genetic constraints and mechanisms of evolutionary adaptation (Pascoal et al. 
2014), which in turn could help develop conservation efforts tailored to a specific 
species or population, and ultimately help predict a population’s response to future 
changes in their environment. 

Until recently it has been difficult to detect recent genomic adaptation. Firstly, 
rapid genetic adaptation is likely to occur through soft sweeps on standing genetic 
variation (SGV) because adaptation is most rapid when the beneficial alleles are 
already present in the populations, whereas in hard sweeps it takes time for 
beneficial de novo mutations to appear (Barrett and Schluter 2008; Hermisson and 
Pennings 2005). In a soft sweep, multiple haplotypes can rise to high frequency and 
as a result, the effect of selection on levels of diversity and the allele frequency 
distribution are usually less severe, making them difficult to detect (Garud et al. 
2015). Secondly, whole genome sequencing (WGS) for non-model organisms is 
limited, and reduced representation approaches (such as microsatellites and RAD-
seq) only sample a small proportion of the genome and cannot be expected to detect 
loci involved in adaptation (Lowry et al. 2017; Tiffin and Ross-Ibarra 2014). Now, with 
the accessibility of WGS for non-model organisms and improved methods for 
detecting soft sweeps, we can begin to address this long-standing problem in 
evolutionary biology.  

Unfortunately, distinguishing genomic signatures of selection from random 
genomic changes can be difficult. Populations that have evolved convergent 
phenotypes in response to similar environmental changes provide an opportunity to 
leverage signatures of repeated selection to distinguish false positives due to drift 
from true positives. The occurrence of convergent evolution is considered strong 
evidence for natural selection, as processes other than selection (such as genetic 
drift and random mutations) are unlikely to result in the same evolutionary changes 
in independent populations. Here, following Lee and Coop (2017), we use the term 
convergence to define the repeated evolution of the same allele in independent 
populations, which includes both classically defined convergent and parallel 
evolution. By looking for signatures of convergent evolution in rapidly evolving, 
replicated populations, we should be able to distinguish random genomic changes 
from those caused by selection.  
 
The Trinidadian guppy system 

The guppy system in the Northern Range Mountains of Trinidad is a well-known 
model for studying phenotypic evolution in wild and experimental populations, 
offering a powerful platform to investigate convergent genomic adaptation. The 
mountains are drained by a set of parallel rivers punctuated by waterfalls preventing 
upstream colonisation by larger fish species, including the guppy predators 
Crenicichla alta and Hoplias malabaricus (Magurran 2005). Above the waterfalls 
there is a relatively low-predation (LP) environment, whereas the drainages 
downstream of the barriers are considered a high-predation (HP) environment. 
Males from LP environments are more colourful, have a larger number of spots and 
larger individual spots than their HP counterparts (Endler 1980). Additionally, male 
and female LP guppies have larger body sizes at maturation and reproduce less 
frequently than guppies occupying HP environments (Reznick and Bryga 1996; 
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Reznick and Endler 1982). This pattern is broadly replicated in rivers across the 
Northern Range Mountains, but there is variation in some aspects of phenotypes 
from similar environments (Endler and Houde 1995; Kemp et al. 2009). Many of the 
phenotypic differences between HP and LP populations are also heritable in 
laboratory experiments (Reznick and Bryga 1996; Reznick and Endler 1982), 
suggesting convergent phenotypic evolution has a genetic basis. 

A unique opportunity to investigate rapid adaptation is provided by four replicated 
experimental populations of guppies in the Northern Range Mountains of Trinidad. In 
2008 and 2009, guppies were transplanted from a single high predation (HP) source 
in the Guanapo river (“GHP”) to four, previously guppy-free, low predation (LP) 
environments: Lower Lalaja (“ILL”), Upper Lalaja (“IUL”), Caigual (“IC”) and Taylor 
(“IT”) (figure 1a). Additionally, in each introduction year pair, the canopy of one of the 
localities was thinned (IUL and IT in for 2008 and 2009, respectively, figure 1a), 
which increased the primary productivity of these streams (Kohler et al. 2012). In 
2008, 38 fish of each sex were introduced to ILL and 38 to IUL. In March 2009, 52 
fish of each sex were introduced into IT and 64 fish of each sex to IC (Arendt et al. 
2014). The methods of sampling from the wild population and introducing fish to the 
new localities were the same for each population and have been described by Travis 
et al. (2014). Briefly, juveniles sampled from GHP were raised to maturity in single-
sex groups, then housed in tanks of 5 males and 5 females for approximately three 
weeks to enable mating before introduction. Females of each tank were randomly 
assigned to one of the paired streams (e.g. IUL in the first pair), while the males of 
the tank were assigned to the opposite pair (e.g. ILL in the first pair). The 
consequence is that all males were represented in both streams, either as sires of 
embryos or stored sperm from mating that occurred before introduction or by being 
introduced into that stream, thus increasing the effective population size relative to 
census size. Importantly, the HP fish introduced each year were collected in that 
year making the stream pairs initiated on separate years independent from each 
other. 

Phenotypic evolution in these populations has been well documented. Kemp et al. 
(2018) found that all introduced populations, except for IC, increased in coverage of 
blue/green spots compared to the source population, within 8-12 generations (4-6 
years since introduction, assuming a generation time of 2 per year). In IUL and IT, 
there was also a reduction in black spots. After 4-6 generations, introduced males 
matured at a later age and larger size in all 4 populations. This evolution became 
evident only after populations had reached their peak densities, which differed 
between the introduction years (Reznick et al. 2019). ILL and IUL were introduced 
with much lower initial densities (due to fewer introduced fish and larger stream size 
than IC and IT) and it took 3 years for them to attain peak density. IC and IT, on the 
other hand, had high initial densities and reached peak densities after just 2 years 
(Reznick et al. 2019). 

In addition to overall population growth, all four populations experienced seasonal 
fluctuations, with populations decreasing during the rainy seasons. Population 
densities under thinned canopies (IUL and IT) fluctuated more than under intact 
canopies (ILL and IC). These fluctuations were particularly strong in IT, where 
Reznick et al. (2019) observed the near extinction of the population during the rainy 
season in the first year. Finally, 6-8 generations after the introduction, all populations 
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had acquired a plastic response in growth rate and resting metabolic rate to predator 
cues in an otherwise common lab environment (Handelsman et al. 2013).  

 
 

 
 

Figure 1. Sampling sites, population structure, runs of homozygosity and neutral statistics across the 
introduction sites and the HP source. Map (A) highlights the Guanapo river with the sampled 
populations, and an inset shows the experimental rivers. “Open” indicates sites with manipulated 
canopies, “closed” indicates intact canopies. PCA (B) with populations coloured according to river. 
Number and sum of runs of homozygosity (ROH) (C) in different size classes, per population. 
Expected heterozygosity (He), nucleotide diversity (π) and Tajima’s D (D) for each of the introduced 
populations and their HP source.  
 
Here we capitalise on this unique set of rapidly evolving experimental populations to 
investigate the early stages of adaptation. We first examine patterns of genetic 
variation with whole genome sequence data to understand the impacts that neutral 
processes may have had on the populations. Then, we investigate signals of 
selection across the genome and instances of genomic convergence amongst the 
four populations with a combination of selection scans and a multivariate analysis of 
allele frequency change vectors.  
 

METHODS 

Sampling, sequencing and SNP calling 
Fish from the four experimental populations and ancestral population were 

sampled in the spring of 2013, which is 2 years (3-5 generations) after the evolution 
of male age and size at maturity described in Reznick et al. (2019) and 4-5 years 
after the introduction. We collected approximately 20 individuals from each site (total 
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N=94, both male and females, table S1). Each sample was sequenced across the 
genome at greater than 7X coverage. Reads were mapped to the updated guppy 
genome (Fraser et al. 2020), SNPs were called using GATK (v4.0.5.1), and were 
then phased following (Malinsky et al. 2018). For more details see supplemental 
information.  
 

Genome-wide diversity, population structure and runs of homozygosity 
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) was performed on a linkage-pruned VCF (--

indep-pairwise 50 5 0.2) in Plink v1.90b6.7 (Chang et al. 2015) to assess population 
structure. Population specific summary statistics were calculated with PopGenome 
(nucleotide diversity (𝝅), Tajima’s D and global FST) (Pfeifer et al. 2014) and 
VCFtools v0.1.16 (expected heterozygosity, He)(Danecek et al. 2011). Runs of 
homozygosity (ROH) were calculated for each individual with a sliding window 
approach with 50 SNPs per window using Plink.  
 

Selection scans 
Allele frequencies were calculated in VCFtools to investigate how many fixed 

differences exist between GHP and each LP population, as well as allele frequency 
changes (ΔAF) between GHP and each of the LP populations. This was done by 
calculating the change in minor allele frequency in non-overlapping sliding windows 
of 75,000 bp. The introduced populations have only recently been established and 
we found only slight differences in divergence between these populations and the 
GHP source (see results). Therefore, we chose to use two statistics based on 
haplotype homozygosity that are more suitable for detecting very recent directional 
selection: cross-population extended haplotype homozygosity (XP-EHH), which was 
developed to detect selective sweeps that are nearly fixed in one population but still 
polymorphic in the population as a whole (Sabeti et al. 2007) and iHH12, which 
combines the top two most frequent haplotypes into a single haplotype, making it 
more effective at detecting soft sweeps (Garud et al. 2015; Torres et al. 2018). More 
details can be found in supplemental methods.  

Multivariate analysis of parallel allele frequency changes 
We adapted De Lisle and Bolnick’s (De Lisle and Bolnick 2020) multivariate 

approach for interpreting parallel evolutionary change to investigate parallel allele 
frequency changes in all four populations simultaneously. Instead of using 
phenotypic change vectors, we applied the method to vectors of allele frequency 
change between the HP source and each of the introduced populations. Briefly, we 
divided each chromosome into non-overlapping windows of 200 SNPs, and 
calculated a matrix of normalised allele frequency changes per window: 
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Where n is the number of SNPs in a window and m the number of populations. For 
each of these matrices we then computed the correlation matrix describing 
correlations of normalised allele frequencies among the vectors of each HP-LP pair, 
by multiplying matrix X with its transpose: 

𝐶 = 𝑋𝑋%	
Eigen decomposition of each C matrix produces a distribution of eigenvalues; 

distributions with excessive variance explained by the first eigenvector suggest a 
shared direction of allele frequency changes among all population pairs through 
multivariate space. This direction of change could be parallel (along the same axis in 
the same direction) or anti-parallel (along the same axis in different directions). We 
then created a null-distribution to determine which windows show extreme 
eigenvalues.  

RESULTS  

Population structure and genome-wide diversity reveal limited divergence between 
the experimental populations and their source 

PCA revealed the introduced populations to have only slightly diverged from the 
GHP source. PC1 and PC2 accounted for 7.3% and 6.3% of the variation, 
respectively (figure 1b); PC1 separates the introduction years from each other, while 
PC2 separates the introduction populations in different directions. PC3 and PC4 did 
not further separate populations and all other PCs accounted for <5% of the variation 
(figure S1). When compared to natural populations across the Northern Range 
described in Whiting et al. (2020), the experimental populations show very limited 
divergence from their source (GHP) (figure S2). Pairwise FST was low between 
introduced populations and their source (median FST = 0.013 – 0.023), with the 
strongest difference found between IT and GHP (table S2). This higher FST between 
IT and GHP, despite the observation of relatively low divergence between the two on 
PC2, can be explained by the low within-population variation of IT, resulting in GHP 
variants that are more likely to have been lost in IT. Recall that IT experienced a 
population crash during the first wet season. 

Among experimental populations, IC, IUL, and ILL were more distinct from IT than 
they were from one another (table S2). Guppies from populations initiated in the 
same year were more similar to one another than guppies from populations initiated 
in other years (table S2). This is because there were two independent collections of 
GHP fish, one per introduced pair, and the introductions were designed to introduce 
the same distribution of genetic variation into each member of a pair.   

The introduction of guppies from GHP to ILL, IUL, IC and IT led to very minor 
changes in genetic diversity within the introduction populations (figure 1d, table S3). 
IT experienced a decrease in He of 15.8% and IC a 15.5% decrease (p<0.0001 for all 
three, Mann-Whitney U test), whereas ILL and IUL experienced very slight increases 
of He relative to GHP: 0.5% in IUL (p = 0.07 Mann-Whitney U test) and 5.4% in ILL (p 
< 0.0001). Similarly, median nucleotide diversity (π) decreased by 15.1% in IT and 
14.4% in IC (p<0.0001, for both), and was slightly, but significantly, increased in ILL 
and IUL (8.0% and 2.6%, p<0.0001 and p=0.002, respectively, Mann-Whitney U 
test). Tajima’s D was shifted to a more positive value in IC and IT compared to GHP 
(figure 1d, table 3, p<0.0001). This suggests a loss of rare alleles compared to the 
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HP source, which is consistent with a sudden population contraction. In ILL and IUL 
Tajima’s D has decreased slightly compared to GHP, but stayed positive (figure 1d, 
table S3, p<0.0001), implying an increase of rare alleles which could be related to a 
recent selective sweep or rapid population expansion. 

 

Runs of homozygosity provide evidence of recent inbreeding and a bottleneck in IT 
We found ROH of > 0.5 Mb in 93 of the 94 individuals, with one individual in GHP 

lacking the ROH fitting requirements we set a priori. Of the four introduced 
populations, IT had nearly three times more ROH than the other introduced 
populations (N=423, table S4), which had numbers comparable among themselves 
(IUL (N=151), IC (N=150) and ILL (N=142)). GHP had the lowest number of ROH 
(N=83). This pattern is again consistent with IT having experienced a population 
crash during the first year of the experiment. 

We also observed variation in the maximum length of ROH among populations. IT 
was the only population with ROH > 2Mb (figure 1c, table S4), suggesting that this 
population experienced recent inbreeding. ILL, IUL, and IC have more ROH and a 
larger proportion of their genome covered in ROH compared to GHP, suggesting 
there may have been a limited bottleneck effect since the introduction, although not 
as severe as that in IT (figure 1c).  

Inbreeding coefficients (FROH) were significantly higher in IT compared to the other 
introduced populations (table S4, p<0.0001, Mann-Whitney U test), again confirming 
recent inbreeding in this population. The remaining three introduction populations did 
not significantly differ from each other (ILL-IC: p=0.274, ILL-IUL: p=0.650 and IUL-IC: 
p=0.624, Mann-Whitney U test), but did have slightly higher values compared to 
GHP (GHP-ILL: p<0.0001, GHP-IUL: p=0.002 and GHP-IC: p=0.002, Mann-Whitney 
U test). 

 

There are strong signals of selection in all four populations despite limited 
divergence genome-wide 

We found little change in allele frequency in the introduced populations. Mean 
allele frequency change was low in all populations (table S5). There were no fixed 
differences in allele frequency between GHP and any of the four introduction 
populations. Of the SNPs that were the minor allele in GHP, fewer became fixed in 
ILL and IUL than in IC and IT (N=97 in IIL, N=102 in IUL, N=385 in IC, and N=469 IT, 
table S5). None of these fixed SNPs were shared among all four populations. IC and 
IT had more sites than ILL and IUL where allele frequencies had not diverged from 
GHP, consistent with the shorter period of growth they experienced before the onset 
of selection in these populations (Reznick et al. 2019). 

 We analyzed 9,804 windows of 75kb length using XP-EHH and iHH12 to evaluate 
regions under selection in the experimental populations. For the XP-EHH statistic, IT 
had the most outlier windows (N=50), followed by ILL (N=39), IUL (N=17) and finally 
IC (N=14) (figure 2a, tables S6-S9). For iHH12, IT again had the most outliers 
(N=41), followed by ILL (N=39), IC (N=36), and IUL (N=19) (figure 2b, tables S10-
S13). 

While we found no overlap in outliers for either statistic among all 4 populations, a 
~5Mb region on chromosome 15 overlapped in both statistics in 3 populations and 
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had the highest iHH12 scores in two of the populations (figure 2). For XP-EHH, only 
pairwise overlaps were observed but overlapping outliers for IC, IT, and ILL pairs all 
involved a small region on chromosome 15 (5100000 - 5625000 bp) (table S14). 
Among the pairwise overlaps, IC-IT and ILL-IT overlapped more often (N=4, for 
both), followed by ILL-IUL (N=2), with no overlap between IUL and IC (table S14). 
Similarly, for iHH12,there was little overlap in outliers, and no outlier windows were 
common to all four comparisons. However, among the three-way overlapping 
outliers, ILL-IC-IT overlapped the most (N=5, expected N = <1, table S15) and all 
overlapping windows were located consecutively on chromosome 15 (5,175,001-
5,550,000 bp). ILL-IUL-IC had two overlapping windows, one on chromosome 9 
(28,500,001-28,575,000 bp) and one on an unplaced scaffold 000083F_0.2 
(150,001-225,000 bp). The remaining three-way comparisons had no overlapping 
outlier windows. Among the pairwise overlapping outliers, comparisons including IUL 
showed fewer overlapping outlier windows than the other comparisons. ILL-IC and 
ILL-IT had the most overlapping windows (N=9 for both), followed by IC-IT (N=6), 
IUL-IC (N=5), ILL-IUL (N=4) and no overlap between IUL and IT. Taken together, 
shared signals of selection are not driven by year or canopy thinning. Finally, a 
region on chromosome 15 is a strong candidate for selection in three of the four 
introduced populations.  
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Figure 2. Genome-wide values of A) XP-EHH and B) iHH12 for each introduced population. Yellow 
points indicate unique outlier windows among the populations, pink points show overlapping outlier 
windows in two of the four populations, and orange points indicate windows overlapping in three of the 
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four comparisons, there was no overlap among all four comparisons. Outliers are defined as windows 
with XP-EHH values > 2.5 and iHH12 values > 5.

Allele frequencies changed in parallel fashion in the introduced populations in a few 
candidate loci 

Our multivariate approach revealed that the four populations exhibited parallel 
changes in allele frequency in both previously identified candidate loci and new loci. 
We identified 31 outlier windows spread over 12 of the 23 chromosomes on the first 
eigenvector, using the 99.9% confidence interval cut-off from the randomised allele 
frequency matrices (figure 3a, table S16). Eight of these windows occurred in the 
candidate region of convergent evolution on chromosome 15 (5,066,474 bp to 
5,456,741 bp). Another cluster of eight outlier windows was on chromosome 8, 
covering the region between 24,649,741 bp and 25,029,959 bp (figure S3), which 
was not identified previously. The remaining outlier windows are distributed across 
the genome. In all 31 outlier windows, all populations had eigenvector loadings of the 
same sign and similar size (table S16), suggesting all four populations experienced 
parallel allele frequency changes along the same axis and in the same direction.  

On eigenvector 2, we identified 30 additional outlier windows, also spread across 
12 chromosomes (figure 3b, table S17). Seven of these windows occurred in our 
chromosome 15 candidate region (4,981,720 - 5,396,171 bp). For the outlier 
windows on eigenvector 2, the eigenvalues on eigenvector 1 were not significant on 
their own, but the sum of the eigenvalues of eigenvector 1 and 2 together was 
greater than expected for the sum of null eigenvalues 1 and 2. This suggests there is 
some residual variance that cannot be explained by the first axis alone. This 
provides evidence that the whole region is experiencing parallel shifts away from the 
GHP source genotype towards a new optimum LP genotype (eigenvector 1), but that 
within this newly adapted genotype there are multiple fit optima (the residual 
variance on eigenvector 2). This could be attributable to the presence of multiple 
sub-haplotypes within the parallel LP haplotype of eigenvector 1. In the convergent 
region on chromosome 15, we found that IUL consistently captured some residual 
variance; this suggests it is experiencing different allele frequency changes at a 
subset of sites compared to the other three populations (table S17). 

   

 
Figure 3. Outlier windows on (A) eigenvector 1 and (B) eigenvector 2. Red lines indicate the 99.9% 
confidence interval. 
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There were convergent signals of selection in all four populations in a candidate 
region on chromosome 15  

Closer examination of allele frequency change between the GHP source and 
introduction populations confirmed parallel evolution at our candidate loci. The allele 
frequency changes of SNPs in outlier windows on chromosome 15 were broadly 
located along the diagonal when comparing allele frequency change for all pairwise 
comparisons (especially for the iHH12 regions), and they were more strongly 
correlated to each other than an equal sized random sample of SNPs were 
(p<0.0001 for all comparisons, co-correlation analysis (Diedenhofen and Musch 
2015)). This is also true for pairwise comparisons with IUL, for which we found no 
outlier regions on chromosome 15 (figure 4a&b), confirming that all four populations 
are evolving along the same axis in this region.  

This region harbours possible candidate genes involved in adaptation to the LP 
environment. Overlapping the outliers of eigenvector 1 and XP-EHH on chromosome 
15 highlighted a region from 5,066,474 to 5,456,741 bp (figure 4c&d), and 
intersecting the eigenvector 1 outliers with iHH12 outlier windows revealed a similar 
overlapping region from 5,091,482 bp to 5,456,741 bp (figure 4d). The entire region 
contains eleven candidate genes (table S18). Among these are two genes encoding 
cadherin proteins (cadherin-1 and B-cadherin). Genes in this family have been 
implicated in regulating pigment cell migration, and are involved in cell-cell adhesion 
interactions (Fukuzawa and Obika 1995; Nishimura et al. 1999). Another candidate 
gene in this region is solute carrier 18 member A2 (slc18a2, figure 4c&d), which is 
involved in various growth and body-size phenotypes in mice, including head 
morphology (Bult et al. 2019; Stelzer et al. 2016). Guppies from HP and LP 
environments have previously been shown to have different head morphologies, 
where LP guppies had shorter and rounder heads than HP guppies (Torres-Dowdall 
et al. 2012). Taking all the evidence together, this region on chromosome 15 shows 
strong evidence for selection in at least three of the four populations and 
experienced parallel allele frequency changes among all four populations. 
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Figure 4. Allele frequency changes in the outlier windows on chromosome 15 for XP-EHH (A) and 
iHH12 (B). Crosses are allele frequency changes of SNPs in the region’s outlier windows, closed 
circles are allele frequency changes of a randomly drawn set of SNPs of equal size. Eigenvalues for 
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eigenvector 1 on chromosome 15 (C), yellow points indicate windows above the 99.9% quantile. (D) 
Per SNP values of XP-EHH and iHH12 for the region on chromosome 15 from 4,950,000 to 5,555,000 
bp (red box in C), red points indicate SNPs above the outlier cut-off values for XP-EHH and iHH12, 
respectively. Position and names of genes are located at the top of the plot.  

 

DISCUSSION 

Our four rapidly evolving, experimental populations of guppies reveal only small 
genome-wide differentiation from to their HP ancestors. Despite these small 
genome-wide changes, we uncovered strong local signals of selection in all four 
populations at individual loci. Using a combination of haplotype genome scans and a 
newly developed multivariate approach, we found evidence from the ancestor and 
parallel change among the four descendants at candidate loci. Our multivariate 
approach revealed more subtle parallel changes in allele frequency compared to the 
genome scans. Combining the evidence, we found a region under strong selection 
on chromosome 15 in three of the four populations and the multivariate approach 
showed all four populations are evolving in parallel in this region. 

We also found little evidence for bottlenecks and inbreeding in three of the four 
populations (ILL, IUL and IC), whereas one population (IT) exhibited patterns 
consistent with inbreeding and bottlenecks in the recent past. This is in agreement 
with past census data from these populations and the population crash seen in IT 
during the first year of the introduction (Reznick et al. 2019). 

A region on chromosome 15 (positioned at 5Mb), in which we identified several 
overlapping outliers and parallel change among all populations, is a strong candidate 
for convergent evolution. This region has previously been identified as a candidate 
for convergent evolution in natural populations and long-term experimental 
populations, in a RADSeq study (specifically in the Oropuche, Arima, and 
introduction Aripo HP-LP pairs) (Fraser et al. 2015). Further, using whole-genome 
sequencing, this same region was found to be a candidate of selection in the 
Tacarigua and Oropuche population pairs and a region slightly upstream in the Aripo 
and Tacarigua pairs (Whiting et al. 2020). Finally, the cadherin signaling pathway 
was enriched for signatures of selection in all paired comparisons of HP and LP 
populations studied (Whiting et al. 2020). Cadherin family genes are known to be 
involved in pigment cell migration and other cell-cell adhesion processes (Fukuzawa 
and Obika 1995; Nishimura et al. 1999), and could thus be involved in the colour 
differences between HP and LP males. Further studies, such as gene knockout 
experiments, could help identify the exact role of the cadherin genes in this process. 

Rapid convergent genomic adaptation, specifically at quantitative traits, is often 
predicted to occur through small shifts in allele frequency (Barrett and Schluter 
2008), which are difficult to detect using most available methods. The novel 
multivariate allele frequency change analysis described here can identify parallel 
shifts in allele frequency rather than absolute changes in allele frequency at 
individual loci. Using this method, we found 31 windows experiencing parallel 
changes in allele frequency among the four populations. 

Most of these 31 windows lacked a strong haplotype signal in the genome scan 
measures, which can be explained in several ways. First, it is possible the variance 
on this axis was constrained for reasons other than positive selection. For example, 
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background selection (BGS) could cause correlated differentiation landscapes 
among the populations, which results in a constrained axis of allele frequency 
changes (Burri 2017). However, it is unlikely that BGS would produce the fully 
parallel signals we observed here. Using simulations, others (Matthey-Doret and 
Whitlock 2019; Stankowski et al. 2019) have shown that when divergence times are 
short, BGS is unlikely to generate correlated differentiation landscapes. Other 
processes, such as positive selection, are the more likely cause of these patterns. 
Second, the strength of selection may have been relatively weak, causing time of 
fixation for a beneficial allele to be considerably longer. These weakly selected 
alleles would not have had time to generate extreme frequency differences in the 
introduced populations (Coop et al. 2009). However, because we detected parallel 
allele frequency change in all four populations, its actual variance relative to the rest 
of the genome is less important. Finally, many of the phenotypic traits under 
selection in LP are likely to have polygenic control. If this is the case, then 
simultaneous selection on standing genetic variation at many loci would cause subtle 
shifts of allele frequencies at individual loci (Pritchard et al. 2010). These factors 
would result in small parallel shifts in allele frequencies rather than complete sweeps 
at single loci. 

It is widely appreciated that demographic changes in population size can create 
patterns that resemble the consequences of selection. To explore the genomic 
signatures of these events, we used genome-wide patterns of variation and 
haplotype statistics. Compared to the other introduced populations, IT had the lowest 
levels of expected heterozygosity and nucleotide diversity, the greatest increase in 
Tajima’s D, and more and longer ROH, all indicators of a recent bottleneck (Smith 
and Haigh 2007; Tajima 1989). Reznick et al. (2019) observed a severe crash in the 
population density of IT during the first year, and two other studies (Dowdall et al. 
2012; Fitzpatrick et al. 2014) found IT had a higher mortality rate than IC in the first 
year, which they attributed to stronger influence of seasonal changes and indicators 
of disease in IT. Together, these results suggest that the bottleneck we detected in 
IT probably occurred in the first year after the introduction, as opposed to a founding 
bottleneck followed by population growth. It is satisfying that we were able to detect 
this bottleneck in the genome-wide data by combining site frequency tests with 
haplotype homozygosity tests. Our ability to detect the consequences of a known 
bottleneck highlights the validity of these methods in recently established 
populations, and that it can be a useful approach even for studies without available 
census data.  

It could be expected that as a result of the bottleneck, IT might have experienced 
a different selection pressure compared to the other populations (e.g. less effective 
because of chance loss of alleles), or selection on a different set of variants (e.g. 
strong immune responses to overcome the increased incidence of disease reported). 
However, we find no evidence for this. Average allele frequency changes were 
similar across the four populations. Further, in our overlapping outlier analysis, 
comparisons including IT consistently had high numbers of overlapping outlier 
windows, suggesting IT was not experiencing a different selection pressure than the 
other introductions.  

Rather, comparisons with IUL had the lowest overlapping windows in the outlier 
analysis and increased levels of genome-wide heterozygosity. This population was 
one of the sites initiated with low density (IUL and ILL) and also had a thinned 
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canopy. As a result, IUL had the largest population sizes by far during the dry 
season, but also had the strongest population declines (Reznick et al. 2019). 
Combined, this could result in chance allele frequency changes associated with the 
period of population growth and could reduce our ability to detect signatures of 
selection, i.e. reduced diversity.  

The onset of selection coincided with the populations’ attaining peak densities 
(Reznick et al. 2019), the timing of which differed between the pairs of populations 
because of their different initial densities. Populations with low initial densities (ILL 
and IUL) took three years to attain peak density, whereas the high initial densities (IC 
and IT) took only two years to attain peak density and hence started to evolve after 
just two years. We find evidence of these differences in population growth and 
contraction at the genomic scale. The lower density populations, ILL and IUL, saw a 
slight increase in expected heterozygosity and nucleotide diversity and a reduced 
Tajima’s D, which is indicative of a population that experienced rapid population 
expansion (Ortego et al. 2007; Zenger et al. 2003). In the higher density populations, 
IC and IT, we instead found reduced expected heterozygosity and nucleotide 
diversity, and increased Tajima’s D. Both are signals of reduced population growth. 
Additionally, we show that differences in initial population density also led to IC and 
IT having more SNPs with unchanged allele frequencies, likely because there was 
less time for SNPs to randomly drift away from GHP allele frequencies. We further 
find that IC and IT have more fixed SNPs that were the minor allele in GHP, as well 
as having more overlapping outlier windows in the genome scans, suggesting 
selection had a stronger effect in the high-density populations compared to the low-
density populations. 

In conclusion, we found strong signals of selection in all four populations, and a 
region on chromosome 15 contained overlapping windows with strong signals of 
selection in three of the four populations. Our novel multivariate analysis of allele 
frequencies revealed evidence of subtle parallel changes in allele frequency in this 
region. This suggests this method has the potential to detect convergent evolution in 
rapidly evolving populations, as well as identifying signatures of polygenic selection 
with small changes at many loci simultaneously. 
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SUPPLEMENTARY METHODS: 

Genome sequencing and SNP calling 
 

Fish were stored in 95% ethanol at -20C prior to DNA extraction. Genomic DNA was 
extracted from caudal peduncle tissue using the Qiagen DNeasy Blood and tissue kit 
(QIAGEN; Hilden, Germany). Whole genome sequencing libraries were prepared 
following the Illumina TruSeq DNA sample preparation guide with approximately 250bp 
insert size. Eighty-six samples were sequenced by multiplexing 6-10 individuals per 
lane on an Illumina HiSeq 2000 and 3000.The remaining eight samples were 
sequenced using the Illumina HiSeq 4000 with a 150bp paired-end read metric.  

Quality of paired-end reads was assessed with FastQC (Andrews 2010) and 
adapters and low-quality bases removed with TrimGalore! (Krueger 2012). Reads were 
aligned to the long-read, updated guppy reference genome (Fraser et al. 2020) using 
BWA-mem (v0.7.17)(Li and Durbin 2009). Read groups were added and duplicate reads 
were removed before merging to produce final bams using picard v 2.06. Read quality 
was recalibrated using variants generated from high-coverage, PCR-free sequencing 
data (Fraser et al. 2020). GVCFs were obtained using GATK’s (v4.0.5.1) 
HaplotypeCaller and combined with GenomicsDBImport before genotyping with 
GenotypeGVCFs. Resulting variants were filtered on the basis of QD<2.0, FS>60.0, 
MQ<40.0, HaplotypeScore>13.0 and MappingQualityRankSum < -12.5 according to 
GATK best practices, and only bi-allelic sites were retained. SNPs were removed if they 
had a depth <5x and if missing in 50% of individuals. Finally, the population files were 
merged again and filtered for a minor allele frequency of >0.01. The final VCF file 
contained 6,510,265 SNPs. 

For the haplotype analyses, we followed the double-phasing protocol as described in 
(Malinsky et al. 2018): population VCF files were first phased per chromosome using 
Beagle (v5.0) (Browning and Browning 2007), followed by a second round of phasing 
with Shapeit2 (v2.r904) (Delaneau et al. 2011). Shapeit2 has an increased accuracy 
compared to beagle (Delaneau et al. 2011), but does not accept missing data. 
Therefore, we use beagle, which does accept missing data but has a high switch rate 
error (Delaneau et al. 2011), to create pre-phased VCF files that can be used as input 
for shapeit2. 
 
Runs of homozygosity 

Runs of homozygosity (ROH) were calculated for each individual with a sliding 
window approach with 50 SNPs per window using Plink. To minimize the detection of 
ROH that could occur by chance, the minimum number of SNPs needed to constitute a 
ROH (l) was estimated using the method proposed by (Lencz et al. 2007). Additionally, 
each run had to be at least 500 kb long to exclude short, common ROH present in all 
individuals and populations. Finally, at most 1 heterozygous site per window was 
allowed. Runs of homozygosity were estimated for each individual separately, and 
resulting ROH were binned into four categories: 0.5-0.75 Mb, 0.75-1.0 Mb, 1.0-1.5 Mb, 
and >1.5 Mb. To calculate the genomic inbreeding coefficient FROH, we used: 

𝐹"#$ =
𝛴𝐿"#$
𝐿()*+
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Where LROH is the total length of all of an individual’s ROH above a specified length 
threshold and Lauto is the length of the autosomal genome.   

 
Genome scans  

Both XP-EHH and iHH12 were calculated using Selscan (v1.2.0a) (Szpiech and 
Hernandez 2014), using the default settings, except for a MAF filter of 0.01. The results 
were then normalised over all chromosomes using the script provided by Selscan. XP-
EHH outliers were identified by a value of XP-EHH > 2.5, and iHH12 outliers were 
identified as those windows with an absolute value of iHH12 > 5 in the introduced 
populations and an absolute value of <5 in the GHP source. 

The number of overlapping outliers among populations per measure was calculated 
using the R package SuperExactTest (Wang et al. 2015). This package also calculates 
the expected number of overlapping windows for each set based on a hypergeometric 
distribution.  

To assess the extent of parallel allele frequency changes in the outlier region, we 
extracted allele frequency changes per SNP (ΔAF) among the SNPs in the XP-EHH and 
iHH12 outlier windows and made pairwise plots of ΔAF. We compared these values to 
values of ΔAF to a pool of equal size drawn randomly across the genome. Finally, we 
obtained gene annotations for the outlier region by aligning the region to the previously 
published female genome (Künstner et al. 2016) and extracting guppy genes using 
Ensembl’s BioMart (release 102) (Howe et al. 2021). 
 

Multivariate analysis of parallel allele frequency changes 
Briefly, we divided each chromosome into non-overlapping windows of 200 SNPs, 

and calculated a matrix of normalised allele frequency changes per window: 

 

 

 
Where n is the number of SNPs in a window and m the number of populations. For each 
of these matrices we then computed the correlation matrix describing correlations of 
normalised allele frequencies among the vectors of each HP-LP pair, by multiplying 
matrix X with its transpose: 

𝐶 = 𝑋𝑋/	
Eigen decomposition of each C matrix produces a distribution of eigenvalues; 

distributions with excessive variance explained by the first eigenvector suggest a shared 
direction of allele frequency changes among all population pairs through multivariate 
space. This direction of change could be parallel (along the same axis in the same 
direction) or anti-parallel (along the same axis in different directions). We created a null-
distribution to determine which windows show extreme eigenvalues. We randomly 
sampled windows of an equal number of SNPs (N=200) along the genome, and allowed 
for a random start position for windows. For each null permutation, individual IDs were 
shuffled and allele frequency vectors re-calculated between random pairs. We applied 
the same transformations described above to each window and ran 1000 permutations. 
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Windows were identified as outliers if they had an eigenvalue above the genome-wide 
99.9% quantile of the null-distribution.  

Finally, we investigated where the allele frequency changes are parallel and where 
they are anti-parallel by examining the loading of each population on the first 
eigenvector. Lineages with the same sign loading can be interpreted as evolving in the 
same direction, and lineages with opposite signs are evolving anti-parallel. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY FIGURES: 
 

 
Figure S1: PC3 and PC4 with populations coloured according to river.  
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Figure S2. Principal component analysis with natural populations described in (Whiting 
et al., 2020) illustrating the lack of population structure between GHP and the 
introduced populations. 
 

 
Figure S3. Eigenvalues for eigenvector 1 on chromosome 8, yellow points indicate 
windows above the 99.9% quantile. Red box indicates the region with consecutive 
outlier windows 
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